
 

Table M4  Low flow or drought 

 

Table M4 highlights measures that can be used to deal with more prolonged or frequent low flow conditions (i.e. in channel).  Many measures are also relevant 

in the context of drought or other changes causing a water supply deficit.  Note that these measures are not discrete: they are often explored simultaneously 

or implemented in-combination. 

 

Physical measures 
Structures; systems; technologies; services 

Social measures 
People; behaviour; operations; information 

Institutional measures 
Governance; economics; regulation; policy 

 
Provide safe havens (sanctuaries) or additional moorings 
 
Water-proofing, water-saving or leakage reduction measures for 
locks, canals, dams 
 
Explore water diversion or flow supplementation options from 
other systems 
 
Water re-use e.g. introduce backlift pumping 
 
Construct new water storage facilities, reservoirs 
 
Develop / install responsive, flexible or demountable 
infrastructure e.g. ramps, pontoons, fendering, berthing or 
pilotage facilities  
 
Lengthen or otherwise retrofit existing gangways, walkways, 
linkspans, etc. 
 
Capital / maintenance dredging to provide or retain fairway 
depth; to provide adequate depth at berth if quay walls allow 
 
Modify vessel design to accommodate new conditions (e.g. 
install sensors to detect shoaling; shallower draft; modify vessel 
weight or reduced weight; hull strengthening to allow drying out at 
berth) 
 
Increase storage capacity for use during low water events 
 
Install multi-modal cranes and other equipment for use when low 
flow precludes river use  
 
Review/upgrade manoeuvring aids, navigation aids, (beacons, 
lights, buoys, etc.) 
 

 
Develop or improve electronic charts, forecasting systems 
 
Review or modify hydrographic survey frequency or post-event 
procedures; relocate channel; enhance marking regime 
 
Use real time data (from vessels; hydrographic surveys) to select 
‘best water’ (i.e. adequate depth) for navigation; develop and 
utilise enhanced, sophisticated passage planning  
 
Increase pilotage provision; increase use of tugs  
 
Use dynamic under keel clearance (DUKC) technologies 
 
Use adaptive management concept to improve flexibility in 
scheduling and working arrangements (e.g. dredging; berthing, 
lock-use; loading to reduce draft; one-way traffic; water flow 
management) 
 
Modify lock-use logistics to reduce net water use 
 
Develop or improve low flow warning systems (physical or 
electronic flags) 
 
Develop new operational protocols or codes of practice for low 
flow operations.  Raise awareness or provide training 
 
Research and development into novel water saving methods 
 
Apply temporary restrictions on (non-essential; recreational) use 
of water area 
 
Introduce diversions, one-way systems, or temporary closures of 
port or waterway 
 
Exploit interconnectivity and intermodality options to maintain 
business continuity during low flow events 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Develop or coordinate water allocation programmes; ensure 
navigation is included  
 
Collaborative programmes to develop multi-user storage and 
supply systems 
 
Provide grants / financial incentives to encourage investment in 
resilient infrastructure; for reducing water use  
 
Review and revise relevant standards, specifications, speed 
limits, etc.  
 
Introduce penalties for non-compliance with standards, speed 
limits, etc.  
 
Use byelaws, zoning or local regulation to reduce risks in multi-
use locations 
 
Limit new development in areas at high risk  
 
 
 



Some of the following generic good practice adaptation and resilience measures might also be considered as additional or alternative options: 

 
Focus on maintenance to maximise resilience and improve 
adaptive capacity 
 
Promote flexibility and adaptive management in infrastructure 
design, using appropriate methods 
  
 

 
Improve (or instigate) monitoring and record keeping / data 
management; consider cyber-security issues  
 
Provide training to ensure importance of redundancy is properly 
understood and adaptive capacity is exploited  
 
Modify working practices to accommodate change 
 
Prepare and raise awareness of contingency, emergency or 
disaster response plans 
 
Research and develop novel tools and methods 
 
Facilitate technology transfer  
 

 
Encourage relocation out of high risk areas  
 
Promote reduced insurance premiums if improved resilience is 
demonstrated 
 
Improve legal protection for vulnerable habitats with risk 
reduction role (e.g. absorbing wave energy, providing erosion 
protection) 
 
Review and revise relevant standards, specifications or 
guidelines  
 

 
 
 
  


